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Job Tested Tough

With the driving and pulling power
for long, tough jobs, General's

Power Cable Feed easily handles 3/4" and
5/8" cables. To adjust to different cable
sizes, simply turn the knob on top of the
feed. The screwdriver stays in the tool box.

Key Features

n Clears 3" through 10" drains
up to 100 ft. down the line.

n Variable speed Power Cable Feed
drives and retrieves cable at up to
20 ft. per minute.

n Adjustable height handle can be
3" taller or more compact.

n Features stair climbers, 10" ball bearing
tires, truck loading wheel and tool box.

n Flexicore® wire rope core cables for
greater strength and durability.

Contractors know that the Speedrooter 92 can really take
a beating – from its frame braced at key stress points
to General’s exclusive Flexicore®  wire rope center
cable that’s so tough it carries a one-year warranty.

 The Speedrooter 92’s field tested design offers easy
 handling. One person can load it onto a truck, as

 the machine slides smoothly from the
 loading wheel, to the handle, to  the stair

 climbers, and finally to the wheels.
 The adjustable height handle can

 be reset to be three inches longer
 or more compact, depending
 your preference.

It’s my workhorse. Speedrooter
means service with a Capital S!

Carl Helt, Helt Plumbing

Power Cable Feed
A variable speed power
cable feed attachment
makes feeding and
retrieving the cable
much easier. It quickly
adjusts between 5/8"
and 3/4" cables without
the need for tools.

Truck Loading Wheel
One person easily loads the
Speedrooter 92 onto a truck.
The swept-back handles and
loading wheel give you the
needed leverage.

The drum holds 100 feet of 3/4" or 5/8" Flexicore® cable to
clear 3" to 10 " drain lines. The inner drum and self-aligning
Flexitube™ distributor tube reduces cable tangling.


